
PROCURMENT

Procurement is a strategic function working to improve an organisation’s

profitability. Successful implementation can help to streamline processes, reduce

raw material prices and costs, and identify better sources of supply of both goods

and services. B2E can help organisations meet their strategic roles including profit

improvement, achieving savings targets, performance improvements and risk

mitigation.
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COMMERCIALISING FINANCE

To achieve high performance in a challenging global market, companies more

and more are looking to their finance function for commercial insights to

support business success. B2E has a wealth of commercial finance expertise

gained over many years of working with blue chip companies and public

sector organisations on important and transformational programmes.
Mike Thompson

INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

Whether you are new to automation or already on your way, B2E an excellent

partner for the journey. We have the experience and know-how in automation

tools like UiPath, PowerShell and Machine Learning. We differ from our

competitors in that we’re not hung up on using a particular tool for a particular

job – we look at clients’ automation needs and supply a solution that works.

Hugh Abbott

ORGANISATION DESIGN

B2E works with our clients to develop design solutions that resolve performance

challenges – from organisation-wide scale, through to optimising the performance

of specific functions and operating divisions to meet changing market

requirements. Our goal is to help ensure that the organisation is aligned with its

strategy and key objectives.Ian Busby
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SERVICE OFFERINGS
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Supply Chain planning and execution is at the heart of the business

performance and the customer experience. B2E has a wealth of Supply Chain

expertise with clients on improvement change projects and transformational

programmes. We have experience ranging from rapid opportunity assessment,

through modelling and detailed design to implementation and delivering

ongoing improvements.


